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Introduction 
During the last decade, equal employment opportunities (EEO) has moved frrmly onto the 
agenda in the New Zealand public sector, as in other countries. Legislation governing the 
operation of central, regional and local government and the state's trading enterprises 
contain a "good employer" obligation which requires chief executives to implement EEO 
programmes. The allocation of resources to EEO, the appointment of EEO co-ordinators, 
the development of EEO programmes and the explicit consideration of the EEO 
implications of wider policies and decisions have all become regular elements of the 
management of public sector organisations. Long-serving employees could not but identify 
the development of EEO as one of the major changes of the last decade. 
I 
And yet for all that apparent change, there remains a widespread perception in New Zealand 
that the EEO agenda has promised more than it has delivered. Recently, one EEO 
consultant was moved to write that EEO has reached a "crisis point". She argued that "a 
series of setbacks over the past 18 months has left EEO scrambling for political, financial 
and moral support, even in the regulated government sector. EEO practitioners grappling 
for direction continue a rear guard action with little success" (Hamid, 1992: 4). Studies of 
the impact of the good employer obligation on EEO in the public sector have also reached 
pessimistic conclusions (Tremaine, 1991; Messervy, undated). A recent r,eport by the EEO 
Section of the State Services ,Commission, which has a statutory responsibility to "promote, 
develop and monitor" EEO in the public service, shared this pessimism. The report noted 
the lack of progress of EEO subject groups in public service employment and their 
continued under-representation in management and upper-income positions. The report 
concluded that despite considerable progress in some departments and in some areas "the 
evaluation of progress in EEO across the public sector shows that EEO needs to be more 
fully embedded into the culture and operation of the public service. . . . the role and 
influence of EEO remains fairly circumscribed" (State Services Commission, 1992: 17) . 
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The aim of this paper is to analyse the developnKmt of EBO as a 
issue in the New Zealand public since the early 19801. 
the issue of EEO unfolded over time, the ia which It 
indusbial and the by which it lest •• '· 
bit in the middle - the pros~ammes which were 
appeared to be · eubenched in the of 
This study examines the fate ofEEO in nine government dep111 •c1ta for 
and 1990/91. It is baed on an smalysis of the BEO P'- ia 
deparhnents, their reports on the achievement of the Plllll aad IIBiilliall 
on the employment of EEO subjects. The results are presented in 
not our intention to provide a comparative report card on 
deparbnents. Nor did we aim to annual variations within aad 
Our interest is in the character of EEO 
struggle between compaing models of EEO which they reflect aad llld 
in which the issue of EEO unfolded in the New Zealaad public aaeiDt. The 
explain how by the end of this period, EEO, 10 81111 
bad in fact lost ground in the management of the pubHc swtor. 'Ibis 
understood in tet•••s of the location of EEO witbin a wider 
created opportunities for the advancen1ent of EEO at the same as it let tD 
could be achieved. 
Competing models of EEO: liberal, radieal and 
Jewson and Mason (1986) contrast two models of EEO, one liberal aad mdlcat, a 
drawing upon "quite different notions of society, of the individual aad of t1Mt role of tbi 
state" (1986: 308). The liberal model is gronndal in · '1 
baditional privilege, self-petpehJating elites and arbitrary social (p.314). 1'111; 
liberal concern is with labour market p . Liberali•n looks for the flee IIIII opM 
operation of a competitive labour market in which advanun•mt is oaly --._ 
which is seen, crucially, as an objective and individual athibute. The purpoae of aa 
policy is to ensure that impediments to a freely labour market 
that individuals compete there equally, with outcomes decided by -'t. 
The radical model of EEO eschews the liberal focus on procedure in favour of aa 
upon labour market outcomes. As Adams (1990: 5) observes, the h,_. 
heavily on interpretations of fair procedures from within the 
processes which have generated the unfair situations in the first To 
.. ..~ "• . 
.. ~ .. ·~ 
procedures often only increases access to further unfair covoat or 0\Wt'. 
Moreover, says Adams, the introduction of fair toda7 doll 
the hann done by unfair procedures in the past. Even more 
of the radical model, liberal notions of merit as an objective 1111 
"contain and conceal a series of value judgements" (Jewson and Mlata, 191&: 3 
observes that merit is neither neutral nor context-free, aad 
of the evaluators" (1991: 4). Merit, in the radical model, is a 
reflecting the ability of powerful groups in the society to 
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knowledge will be valued over others. Possession of abilities, skills and knowledge 
is not randomly distributed in the society, but is systematically biased in favour of particular 
social groups (Adams, 1990: IS; Webb and LifT, 1988: 546; Jewson and Mason, 1986: 
314). Therefore, the group is the conceptual basis of the radical model of EEO. It seeks 
to ren,ove labour market impediments to the equal advancement of target groups. Thus, 
for radicals "the absence of a fair distribution is, ipso facto, evidence of unfair 
diaciimiMtion" (Jewson and Mason, 1986, p.315), and is itself justification for labour 
market intervention to ensure fair outcomes. The liberal model, of course, recommends the 
minimum degree of intervention neces.vry to remedy specific imperfections in labour 
market operation. 
Jewson and Mason observe that the liberal and radical models are led to quite different 
methods of implementing EEO policies. Liberals promote a Webetian solution - the 
· · of procedures and their universal application to ensure that "the remnants 
of tradition, custom, charisma and personal pabonage in employment practice are 
subordinated to the discipline of formal rules and regulations" (p.318). To ensure the 
effectiveness of EEO policies, liberals take ·a positive action approach, designed to eliminate 
impediments to the fieely operating labour market. Positive action policies include changes 
to a wide range of personnel practices, recruitment, selection and promotion, as well as 
other policy changes such as provision of child-care facilities, EEO awareness baining to 
change workplace attitudes, support for domestic leave and so forth. Webb and Liff 
comment that this approach locates the source of labour market discrimination narrowly 
within personnel and human resource management procedures, and ·takes no account "of 
either the differing bases of exclusion from occupations or the importance of economic and 
organisational contexts for the outcomes of policy" ( 1988: 545). 
Radicals have less faith in the efficacy of refo1med human resource management 
procedures. For them, the .key requirement is the politicisation of decision-making in a 
conscious effort to promote the interests of target groups. Radicals favour positive 
discrimination. This "entails the deliberate manipulation of employment practices so as to 
obtain a fair distribution of the deprived or disadvantaged population within the work-force" 
(Jewson and Mason, 1986, p.322). Positive discrimination policies might include specific 
employment quotas, varying entry requirentents or different criteria for perfointance 
assessment. 
Recent analysis has focused on the limitations of the radical model's emphasis upon labour 
market manipulation to ensure parity of outcomes. Cockburn (1989) is critical of Jewson 
and Mason's liberal/radical framework. She argues that "this dichotomous schema is a 
strait-jacket we need to escape if we are to understand the equal opportunities movement 
and its potential place in contemporary politics" (p.215). Cockburn found little support for 
the radical prescription of positive discrimination among target groups in her case-study. 
"Moving the goalposts" was seen as unfair itself, and as likely to divide target groups (and 
possibly stimulate a conservative backlash). Even more importantly, it was criticised for 
accepting as given the character of the organisations that generate discrimination and 
exploitation. Cockburn, therefore, rejects the implied identification of the radical model 
with progressiveness. The radical model "seeks to give disadvantaged groups a boost up 
the ladder, while leaving the structure of that ladder and the disadvantages it ~entails just as 
before" (p.217). Similarly, Poiner (1991: 4) describes EEO as "profoundly assimilationist", 
• 
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involving subordination to tbe of a 
regard as impo1tant 
This critique of both tbe liberal 8lld radical to BBO 1111 
growing · with what either of aehiev& 
oppommities is widely as a tool of that lals ----
sbuggle for equality" (1989: 213). Others see tbe eff«;live~eas of 
to assisting tbe entployment prolpeCtS of full-time wudrllw. 
impact upon · 8lld gender-baled occupational • llill 
marginalised status of workers with disabilities 1991), aad. 
any •mprov t in the e•nployment conditioas aad job aecurity of 
employees - part-tin¥, temporaay 8lld a.sa•l workers aad 
1988; Poiner, 1991 ). 
Critics of the libeml 8lld radical models have aa 
one which "would the te1•ns on which jobs are aM d IIIII 
which jobs are " (Webb and LitJ, 1988: 547). -
bansfo1•national model of EEO, one which replaca the cliehlt r 
notion of an EEO agenda of shorter or peater length. The aaeada 
modifications to personnel 8lld bnman maua llftlt policies which 
the liberal model. The longer agenda entails "a project of " for 
which incorporates the radical agenda of fair outcomes for poupe. bat 
"brings into view the nature and purpose of institutions 8lld the by 
power of some groups over others in institutions is built and • • • it 
change in the nature of power, in the control ordiDary people of divene · 
institutions, a melting away of the white male monoculture" (p.218). 
Creating the EEO allianee ia the New 
• 
The fate of EEO in the New Zealand public sector was tied to the of two 
separate and opposing agendas for change. On the one hand, an BBO -.olall 
remedying of labour market disci imination by the impl • of 
and channelling managerial discretion. This refo1m up ._.... a 
managerialist agenda which aimed to reshape the pubHc leCtor iD the 
of successful private sector firms and to do away with 
managerial discretion. "Let the manage" was the catch-cry. It cWmed 
bureaucratic restrictions had stifled public sector aud ....... 
The two agendas were not easily reconciled. They were by 
oriented to the achievement of conflicting objectives and their 
practices were markedly at variance. The development of BBO iD the 
sector, during a period of comprehensive - It 
considerable degree the ability of its advocates to bitch the of 880 
managerialism. But it also reflected the acquisition of 
-.. ... -.. • I I I "'' ... 
advocates, and their ability to resist the degeneration of EBO to the of 
of managerialism. The shifting fortunes of the EEO aad 
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managerialism underscore the complexity of the policy process and serve as a warning 
against monocausal explanations of policy outcomes. 
The emergence of EEO as an issue preceded the managerialist restructuring agenda. The 
initial progress and long-tettn fate of EEO illustrates the importance of the sequential 
posing of issues and acquisition of resources. This allows constituencies for particular 
interests to become established, and increases their ability to resist threats from seemingly 
sbonger but later developing oppositional causes. The industrial and political ground 
gained by EEO in its early years conferred upon it resources which meant it could not 
easily be dismissed by the advocates of managerialisnt. 
EEO became industrially and politically salient in the frrst half of the 1980s. This was in 
part a response to the evident inadequacy of existing legislation in New Zealand. 
Legislation to prohibit employment discrimination on a wide range of grounds, including 
race, ethnic origin, gender, and religion were contained in the Race Relations Act 1971 and 
the Human Rights Commission Act 1977, as well as in the personal grievance provisions 
of the Industrial Relations Act 1973 (subsequently incorporated in the Labour Relations Act 
1987 and in the Employment Contracts Act 1991). However, the impact of these three acts 
was limited. A series of court decisions limited the jurisdiction of the statutory personal 
grievance provisions, to the point where most personal grievances were concerned with 
claims of unjustifiable dismissal. Wider issues of personnel policy - recruitment, selection, 
promotion and so forth - could not be addressed satisfactorily. Nor could these be 
addressed through the anti-discrimination legislation, which focused on specific individual 
complaints of discrimination, mostly confined to hiring decisions. There was no statutory 
obligation on employers to adopt equal opportunity policies, and no effective means of 
ensuring changes to personnel policies to protect the collective interests of disadvantaged 
groups. 
Government officials, not politicians, were central to the promotion of the EEO agenda. 
Politicians from the governing National Party did not support EEO, but nor did they oppose 
it. An infotntal coalition of supportive managers and trade union officials advanced the 
issue industrially. A number of important EEO provisions were introduced throughout the 
public sector. These included pettnanent part-time work, the right to return to employment 
after up to five years of child care, enhanced domestic leave and a right to tangihangi leave. 
The same coalition succeeded in convincing the State Services Commission (SSC), the 
central employing authority of all government employees, to issue an EEO Policy Statement 
in 1984 which recognised the under-representation of women, Maori, Pacific Island people 
and people with disabilities in the public sector, and called upon government departments 
to address this through the adoption of EEO policies (Tremaine, 1991: 347). Over the next 
two years, EEO gradually became articulated as an issue in the public sector. Awareness 
of the issue grew, new supporters slowly emerged, both within and outside government 
departments, and, crucially, resources were committed. As Tr~emaine observes ". . . in less 
than two years, an EEO co-ordinator had been appointed within the SSC, a network of 
senior liaison officers had been established covering all departments, and some departments 
had appointed their own internal EEO co-ordinators" (1991: 348). Tremaine notes that 
during 1986, an EEO Unit was established within the SSC, with specialist officers to act 
as advocates in the public sector for the target groups - women, Maori, other ethnic 
minorities, and workers with disabilities. Tentatively, and unevenly, EEO was becoming 
established institutionally in the public sector. 
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At about this 6e ' :J;:·· 
restructuring for the &rat tJmc. 
restructuring 
programme involved exlensive 
departments, social services and the health aal 
of corporatisation, in which most of the 's 
autonomous commercial enterprises (Boston, et al., 1 
According to the Treasury, the major force for public 
organisations had neither clearly defined goals nor a 
procedures to assess either individual or organisational 
concerned with input controls rather than output 
perfotntance was athibuted to the stultifying · of riP! 
Managerialism looked instead for which 
discretion and flexibility and encouraged adaptability to 
1984, 1987; Scott, Bushnell and Sallee, 1990). 
An early target for the progtamme was the 's 
the first arena in which EEO and managmialisn1 clash«~ direct~)'. '1118 
that the unsatisfactory commercial perfo1•••ance of its __, 
stemmed from confusion between their commercial and D.OD-COmm 11 &a 
related intrusion into management of political 
Owned Enterprises (SOE) Act 1986 a nn•nbor of 
commercial · The SOEs were to be · of the 
obliged by their legislation to operate as efficiently as DOt 
Fears were expressed, however, that commercial on the II8W' 
lead them to abandon their baditional social responsibilities aad 
... • · i r ...... , , • characteristic of the public sector. There was particular 
in the EEO area would be rolled back. EEO and social 
part of the managerialist agenda. They were to 
the SOEs, and the requ;rement that they model theJBillhrea 
counterparts. These had no social or EEO obligations to meet. 
of the EEO agenda within the public sector, the 
existence of influential intelnal and external suppmten 
not be easily disnaissed. 
Common ground, or at least a compromise between the two 
liberal model of EEO. The latter could be made 
highlighting their twin concerns with efficiency. 
operation of different markets, and if the labour 
the elimination of discriminatory practices, then 
Thus, the advocates of EEO relied heavily upon 
efficiency. In particular, they its 
include people with a range of knowledge, • ~ 
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had traditionally predominated in the public sector, but which would become increasingly 
important to the efficient and effective delivery of public services in the future. 
But only a limited version of EEO was politically and bureaucratically sustainable in the 
State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986. Managerialism ruled out any tight EEO obligations 
upon SOE chief executives. If EEO enhanced labour market efficiency, then rational chief 
executives would implement EEO policies themselves. Moreover, managerialism could not 
tolerate any limiting of managerial discretion by way of specific definition of what had to 
be included in an EEO programme or methods for its implementation. Thus, the approach 
taken was purely exhortatory. The Government included in the SOE Act a requirement that 
the SOEs be "a good employer". This included a requirement that they take account of 
social responsibilities, but only where practicable, and that they implement an equal 
employment opportunities programme. But the latter provision was simply a bald 
statement. The Act was silent on what constituted the desired structure, objectives, content 
or operation of this EEO programme, nor did it include any monitoring or ,enforcement 
mechanisms. The only way to enforce the good employer obligation was in the courts. In 
the event, there have been no successful ·cases concerning EEO brought under the good 
employer obligation. 
EEO in the State Sector A~ct, 1988 
Within the core public service itself, the EEO agenda continued to advance slowly. By 1987 
the SSC had established an EEO Unit and had issued a directive requiring government 
departments to establish an EEO programme by April 1 1988. This directive was overtaken 
by the introduction of the State Sector Bill into Parliament in December 1987. The Bill 
reflected the extension of the managerialist agenda to the ren1ainder of the public sector. 
Pennanent heads of government departments wer,e transfottned into chief executives on 5 
year contracts. Centralised personnel authority previously wielded by the State Services 
Commission was devolved to chief ,executives, who became employers with the power to 
appoint, promote, discipline and dismiss staff. The merit provisions from earlier legislation 
were considerably diluted, and appeal procedur~es against non-appointment were abolished. 
In keeping with the creation of ~chief ~executives as employers, the unified internal public 
service labour market gave way to separate departments operating largely independently of 
each other. Staff lost preferential rights of ,employment in other departments. Subsequent 
industrial relations changes further enhanced managerial authority. Senior managers were 
removed from collective bargaining ~coverage ,and placed on individual employment 
contracts. Long-standing salary scales with annual increments for satisfactory perfotrnance 
were replaced by salary ranges. These ranges prescribed only a minimum and maximum 
salary, with employees to be placed in the range by management on the basis of 
perfortnance appraisal. 
Not surprisingly, the original State Sector Bill did not advance the EEO agenda beyond the 
liberal model. The Bill simply replicated the EEO provisions in ·~he SOE Act. These had 
been judged compatible with managerial ism in the past, and the experience of the SOEs had 
not suggested that they greatly constrained managerial discretion. In their first two years 
of operation, the SOEs had exemplified the crusading zeal of the managerialist agenda. The 
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reassertion of managerial authority in the 
objective of corporate strategy (Walsh, 1 
provisions did not greatly restrain &U .. I&& -·-
obligation limited union ability to retain or 
conditions. A number were lost, and the SOBa 
EEO concerns. 
Thus, the SOE experience had not encouraged 
model of EEO. Supporters of EEO both . 
promote a stronger version of EEO than that 
over EEO was expressed at two levels. One was the 
continuation of a wide range of EEO-related 
These included provisions for maternity leave (public 
statutory minima), sick leave, child-care support, priority 
for child-care, flexible hours, pettnanent part-time work, 
The second concern was over personnel · 
Bill did not require chief executives to advettise V'M""Cies ta 
both major departures from established practice. The Bill replaclcl 1M 
merit with a more subjective requirement for the appointanent of 
opinion of the chief executive" were best suited to a position. F 
procedures, which allowed an unsuccessful candidate to 
failure to be appointed to any position in any deparbnent, were bJ a 
review, which applied only to unsuccessful · tioa 
concerned. 
By 1987-88, the EEO agenda was industrially and politically 8tl8llllr 
than it had been in 1986 at the time of the SOB Act. Accordi"'lr• 
the EEO-related aspects of the State Sector Bill became 1D 
the legislation (Walsh, 1991). Some successes were achieved. 11ae 
carry forward all existing employment conditious, and 
for their codification. Some personnel provisious were impmvecL 11&e 
executives to advertise vacancies and appoinbnenta. The • 
appointments was improved by dropping the subjective phraae "ia 
executive", thereby making it possible for the review to ),e 
or not the person "best suited to the position" had been choiiB. Aa. 
of the debate over the Bill was to widen public, political aad 
the relevance of fundamental personnel procedures, such as tile 
advertising of vacancies, to EEO. 
A fierce debate was waged over EEO 1tself, in which publi 
and other outsiders forrned an unspoken alliance with EBO 
service. The outcome was a set of EEO provisions which 
liberal model, but which represented a considerable 
in the Bill, and which in places spilled over into the 
The different emphasis of the State Sector Aat Wll 
appointment of chief executives which include an 
appoint chief executives who will promote EEO. Libelalita 
• 
• • 
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descriptions tbr 
commitment to lEO • 
In one case, a aew 
include a position tD 
different times t8 two _._ 
was delayed both 
staffmg situation. This werk witla 
precedence over all other work". Uatil IB BBO 
progress was achieved. In aaotlllr ..., 
EEO concerns into its work ftom tile O'lltiiL 
led to its establishment, an BBO ----- ,.. . .,. •• 
advise management of BBO issues that 
It was also necessary that progtess towads BBO 
objectives, be regularly and reliably 
objective the development of a database oa 
promotion, disciplining, baining, · B 
against the principles of the EBO Tlaitt 
wider corporate decisions about moDitoriDg b 
significant capital · was required. 
The institutional security of EEO, and its 
degree on support from staff the 
identified in departmental plans to raise 
• ' I I ~ 
. ~ ' . 
publicising the department's commitment to BEO, · 
employees, banning the use of sexist aad mct.: 
communications and ensuring that an EEO pievace ar 
and well known. All departments relied 
Management Plans included the objective of 
courses, and on Maori and cultme 
languages and cultures. 
Undoubtedly the biggest component of all BBO 
personnel and human resource 
give all individuals of comparable me1it a 
organisation and of progressing within it is at tile 
concern was expressed in a focus 
evaluation policies. Thus, most 
material reflected their EEO policies, that 
recruitment methods were cwam 
affirtnative action target groups inside aad 
advertisements the department's 
from target group members, aad, wh.ere 
other languages and including ia job 
languages and cultures as part of dat 
cases, it also entailed establishing relati0111 
of potential job applicants. 
• 
o. 
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The EEO Plans called for job interview panels with an appropriate gender and cultural 
balance. Some aimed to provide suitable EEO training for all interview panel members to 
ensure they were free of bias in their questions and evaluations of applicants. All plans 
petnait job applicants to bring whanau (a support group) to interviews. Many plans 
addressed the need for a physical audit of the workplace to assess its suitability for people 
with disabilities, and to make such provision, including carparking, as was necessary. Some 
plans emphasised the importance of incorporating EEO indicators into any perfottnance 
appraisal system and called for the review of job descriptions and job evaluation systems 
to ensure they wer~e gender and culturally neutral, and that they specify appropriate and 
essential job content, relevant experience and skills. In this regard, there was particular 
concern not to disqualify unnecessarily workers with disabilities and to identify jobs that 
could be carried out by workers with disabilities. 
In contrast to the liberal model, the provisions in the plans which drew on the radical model 
were selective. They involved direct intervention in an effort to alter labour market 
outcomes for affitrnative action target groups. The provision of career development 
opportunities specifically for target group members was an important example of this 
approach. This included career counselling, with counsellors drawn from target groups 
where possible. Deliberate ~efforts were to be made to solicit target group members for non-
traditional jobs, and to introduce career structures in previously dead-end jobs. In the 
debate over EEO, positive discrimination policies are the most well known examples of this 
interventionist approach. Departments were slow to move towards positive discrimination 
policies, partly no doubt due to fears of political r~epercussions, but also because of 
scepticism about their ,effectiveness. However, by the third set of plans in 1990/91, there 
was a visible tr~end from a liberal to a radical perspective, expressed in quantitative targets 
for the employment of target group members. Other departments were committing 
themselv~es to employing "more" target group members. Related to this was the objective 
of nominating target group members for management training and systematic programmes 
to encourage promotion applications from group members. Another interventionist or 
redistributive policy was departmental support for existing State Services 'Commission 
affinnative action programmes for target groups. Within the nine departments, the degree 
of support for these programmes was mixed. 
However, these approaches, while fitting into the radical model, by and large do not 
challenge the structure of the organisation in any fundamental sense. They are strategies 
to to fit members of target groups better for the requirements of the organisation. An 
an alternative approach is to r~ethink the broader issue of workplace organisation. This 
involves an acceptance that the success of EEO policies may require changing the 
ob organisation as much as changing the individuals it employs. In this vein, some 
departmental EEO Plans included the objective of investigating the possibilities of creating 
more flexible work patterns. This included numerical flexibility - flexible hours, pennanent 
tc part-time work, job sharing, rotation, secondment, special projects or placements in 
positions of greater responsibility, and child-care policy - and functional flexibility -
occupational reclassification, reskilling target group members into non-traditional areas, new 
ways of defining and recognising skills, especially those acquir~ed in home, marae, 
in· community work or other non-traditional environments. The plans also included the 
me objective of applying affinnative action policies in selecting workers for training and 
rce reskilling opportunities. 
• 
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over into Cock 
ways of 
work flows are 
organisation of 
• • 
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prosper within 
succeeded in tbla. 
is the most 8IMI 
Assessing EEO iD tile pU• 
The tension in the State Sector Act tlw 
largely resolved in favour of It is dear 
Management Plans of the b ~L ts in dill 
resource management aad a 
ofEEO. As discussed , the aodel 
and presented as contributiag to 11_. 
a freely operating labour 1bis 
widest possible pool of potential aad that tiiB 
once employed was not negated by bias ia 
procedures, nor by the pe1sonal prejudices or iporae 
Nonetheless, the injection into the Sector Aet CJf 
the inclusion in EEO Pllllll of 
liberalistn and reflected ractical It is 
by the wording of the State Sector Act, itaelf a 
bureaucratic alliances. 'Without this, the Aet would ll8t 
model of EEO. However, the wording of 1he Act 
condition for the inclusion of radical prov••·• 
depended upon a range of factors. As Mesu "1 
appointed as EEO coordinators tended to suppoit the 
the political limits to what could be achieved. 
force for a cautious shift towards the incl • p ' • • • • ~ I " 1 it 
plans. 
Moreover, as Jewson and Mason (1986) obalne, 
from liberals. They suggest that Hberals 
positive discrimination in response to the ef 
stimulate progress towards those positive ad:iGDIOifs. 
found emphasis upon the radical agenda Ia tile 
outcomes for target groups, is a genuine 
Mason refer to as the deliberate ambiguity fJf 
Alternatively, and ironically, it may result 
than from any support for the radical 
quantitative objectives in order that 
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New organisational structures established • 
distinctive impact on the fate of EEO. 
functions, was decentralised. At one level, tlao 
from the sse as the central employing 
departments. Secondly, some departments a 
the divisions had a substantial measure of aat1 
the various divisions. It remains a moot poi& 
pre-1988 structure might have achieved mole 111111 II a 
separate and autonomous departments and diWJieaa. 'J'I. 
crucial veto point, and a change in the hal•-.. at tM 
progress to a sudden halt. The new structure is 
department or division is strongly supportive, aad can altllfl 
according to its own judgement. It is less favourable to EBO wbml dJB.,.. 
The creation of a greater number of potential veto poiata 
successful resistance to EEO. Clearly, · has ...a 
EEO policies and practices. The range of plaaa 
case of some departments with autonomous divisious or • 
the EEO plans are quite marked, and hence EBO mar lie 
a department. 
The disintegration of the EEO allianee? 
The promotion and consolidation of the EEO agenda in the New ~ 
depended upon a particular balance of political, IIIII 
Shifts in the balance of those coalitions have 
continued advances in EEO. 
Politically, a neutral National Government in the first half of tile I 
two parties to the EEO coalition - government and 
make significant advances. National was followed by a 
although committed to managerialist reform, came 
employment equity, who were key members of its polldell 
strategically well placed to influence gove1nmeat 
ambivalence and internal divisions over the · of 
the case of EEO, by support for the liberal model. m tile 
equal value, Labour prevaricated throughout its Ia 
Employment Equity Act in 1990, just prior to the 
provided for the phased introduction of EEO 
which previously had escaped any statutory 
Act also provided for the taking of comparable 
claims. The repeal of that Act by the Natio•1al 
signalled the loss of what political support W 
agenda. 
It became increasingly clear following the repeat 
was a lower priority for the National Gove 
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In tum, that clarified the degree to which the impetus for EEO had depended upon even the 
limited measure of political support for EEO under Labour. Without that support, and 
notwithstanding the continuing statutory obligation to be a good employer, EEO was seen 
to be precariously based within the public sector. The impetus for EEO did not disappear 
but it perceptibly weakened. 
Similarly, government officials, the second party to the EEO alliance, became less well 
placed to promote EEO. In part, this was due to restructuring. The continual process of 
resttucturing made it difficult for most EEO supporters to continue to address themselves 
to it. Official responsibility lay with the EEO Section in the State Services Commission, 
but as discussed earlier, the decentralisation of responsibility for EEO reduced the capacity 
of supportive government offi,cials to influence the course of ~ev~ents from the centre. 
Moreover, despite the State Services Commission's statutory obligation to ''promote, 
develop and monitor" EEO, an active role for the EEO Unit would have gone beyond the 
new kind of relationship that was emerging between the central agency and government 
departments. There was a deliberate effort in general to discard most of the control 
historically ex~erted by the Commission, and it was not intended that EEO should be exempt 
from that. In any event, the Commission also had responsibility for reviewing the 
perforrnance of chief executives, and, it was argued, in this review function it would be able 
to place considerable emphasis upon the degr~ee to which they had implemented their EEO 
programmes. Very recently the resources of the EEO Section have been increased and it 
remains to be seen whether this is the precursor of a different and more active approach 
from the centre. 
Public sector union officials, the third party to the infortnal alliance that had previously 
promoted EEO, also found it diffi~cult to give EEO the priority it had previously enjoyed. 
Union officials were increasingly pr~eoccupied with the consequences of restructuring - job 
losses, redundancies, departmental reorganisations, loss of services and so forth. Union 
officials had also to deal with employ~er pr~essure on established conditions of employment. 
As part of its effort to establish a managerialist ~culture, the State Services ~Commission 
mounted a campaign to reverse a wide range of existing ~conditions of employment. These 
pressures from restructuring and over the preservation of employment conditions crowded 
in on union officials. They were faced with new demands from their members, in which 
EEO did not figure highly. This made it much .more difficult for them to give the same 
degree of attention to EEO as in the past. Managerialism had another impact on EE~O by 
making it more difficult to sustain the cooperation between union and government officials 
which had been so important to the progress of EEO previously. 
From late 1990, union officials were preoccupied with first resisting and then coping with 
the National Government's industrial relations legislation, the Employment Contracts Act. 
In retrospect, it is apparent that the substantial commitment public sector unions were able 
to make to the promotion of EEO reflected the relative absence of competing demands upon 
their resources in the calmer industrial atmosphere prior to the State Sector Act 1988. 
Ironically, just as the State Sector Act appeared to .signal a ma.'or victory for EEO, it also 
reflected and gave further impetus to other industrial relations changes that would severely 
restrict union ability to continue to support EEO. 
• 
SO Pat Walsh and John Dieklon 
The loss of momentum from earlier 
ordinators in government deparbnents. They 
They faced the usual difficulties of promofutl 
setting where possibilities for resistance and 
required to do so amidst a process of 
often hostile to EEO. Messervy's study (uadiiJINI) of 
departments found that although most of 
majority of the measures they had &.&J .. a..,a·..,aaa•w• 
suggests this was because the co-ordinators saw 1ihldd 
of being effective. 
EEO co-ordinators are caught in the middle of 
r ,. . i ', 
~ ... 7' • ~ ( • • 
senior management that they will support and promote wldlr 
Cockburn puts it, EEO officers operate as "an · 
of interests and the management system". They 
authorities. "If they do the job to the benefit of dM* 
their employers. If they satisfy their managers they will 
by those they hoped to assist. Both jobs attract 
(p. 218). 
A future for EEO 
In such difficult circumstances, where key .,uL 
wider developments, and where new and potentially V&& 
apparent, it is not surprising that a sense of gloom 
fate of EEO in the New Zealand public sector. But ma 
misunderstanding of why EEO does not continue to advanoe. 
Section of the State Services Commission conchwles that • • • • 
heard or absorbed the message that progress in BBO Is 
human resource management. (State Services ~ mm 
real difficulty is seen as a cognitive one. It lies in the 
of human resource managers to appreciate the value of 
suggests that the problem has more to do with the 
political coalitions. The lack of progress is embedded ia 
in the public sector in recent years and the up of 
and promoted it. Those allies had advanced the 
of EEO to the managerialist agenda, despite the 1P•kL1 
undetntining of the EEO alliances by wider .., ... 
public sector made it increasingly difficult to 
managerialism. The present and future fate of 
human resource managers to understand what BSO 
in the reconstruction of powerful alliances in its 
The unlikelihood of this occurring in the 
pessimism about EEO in the New Zealand p\lblle 
argue that the promotion of EEO is a long-tern1 
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with current difficulties obscures progress made in the last decade. Most importantly, what 
matters is the acquisition of resources and the embedding of EEO programmes in 
government departments, however unevenly and in some cases very tentatively. Defending 
a beachhead may seem a modest objective; but successful defence offers the prospect of 
future progress. 
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